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State of the Program
By Bruce Boeder, Chairman PCA Club Racing

P

CA Club Racing continues with a strong currently training Walt Fricke as her replacement. I
performance in the second quarter of 2010. As
do not think many of the racers realize the countless
of July 22nd the program has held 17 Club Races, hours Donna has given to the program over the years.
with another 11 races scheduled for the balance of She has always been a joy to work with, tackling
the year. Registrations have been nearly constant sometimes difficult technical issues, weighing the
from last year which is encouraging, especially in effects of rules changes on racers and the program
light of the continued down economy. Even more
in general, keeping an eye on other developments in
encouraging is the fact that we continue to have
the racing world and then putting all of those factors
strong interest from new ‘never, ever’ racers applying into a readable, coherent set of rules that are still
for rookie licenses as well as continued strong interest surprisingly short. I can tell you that I will personally
from racers coming to our program from other miss her quiet, calm hand on the rules committee.
sanctioning bodies.
We all owe her a debt of gratitude. Donna luckily
The program continues in the black in terms
will continue as a scrutineer. Walt has some large
of income versus expenses. It was announced at the
shoes to fill!
PCA Board Meeting at Parade that PCA was in the
Ray Newman is stepping up to assist Dick
black as to income versus expenses through May Dobson as Assistant Chief National Scrutineer.
31st of this year, with
Dick will continue as
the Club Racing portion
the Chief National
we continue to have strong interest from new
of the budget making a
Scrutineer but Dick’s
‘never, ever’ racers applying for rookie licenses…
significant contribution
current
employment
to the overall financial
takes him out of the
health of the Club.
country on frequent trips to far away places and Ray
The PCA Club Racing Coaching program has will be able to answer your questions when you are
been a significant success, with David Murry coaching not able to reach Dick.
at the Sebring International Raceway, Road Atlanta,
and Eagles Canyon Raceway Club Races, plus at the
Comments from Races Worked or Raced
48 hours of Watkins Glen DE and at the Zone 2
VIRginia International Raceway Club Race/DE.
irst, we have had a surprising number of racers
David will also coach at the Brainerd International
get out of their cars which have broken down
Raceway Club Race this year and perhaps other
during on track sessions, despite the fact that the track
events, subject to sponsorship. Look for him at more
is still hot. In fact, one driver got out of his car, went
to the engine compartment, and stood there looking
events next year.
The program is currently in the middle of the at the engine, with his back to oncoming traffic. In
rules change proposal period. We are encouraged by that situation, the Steward was forced to go Black All,
the fact that a fairly small number of rules proposals and bring all the cars into the pits while an Emergency
Vehicle (EV) went out to get the driver back in the
have been submitted by our racers, indicating both
that they are reasonably happy with our current car and tow the car back to the paddock. When the
rules and also allowing us to maintain a reasonably driver was asked later as to whether he had any tools
on board or even knew how to fix the car if he’d had
constant set of rules going forward.
There are some changes to announce in the tools, the driver admitted that he did not have either
Steward and Scrutineer ranks. Dave Maynard, a tools or knowledge. Please, please, please, stay in
your car if it stops on track or slightly off track while
long time scrutineer and more recently a steward, is
the session is continuing. The safest place you can be
retiring after more than 12 years of service to the
in that situation is in the car, fully belted in, with all
program. Dave will be missed.
Donna Amico, our hard working rules safety gear in place. The only reason to get out of the
chairperson, is stepping aside August 1, and is car is if it is on fire or a corner worker directs you to
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Dates

Event

Region

Region Contact

Sep 4/6

Road America *

Chicago

Keith Clark 630.690.3381
kc_design@ sbcglobal.net

Sep 18/19

Thunderhill Raceway Park

Golden Gate

Andrew Forrest 650.387.4019
ggrracereg@gmail.com

Sep 24/26

Miller Motorsports Park *

Intermountain

Darrell Troester 801.209.8702
dstmcd@comcast.net

Oct 1/3

Summit Point Motorsports Park *

Potomac

Kevin Oyler 301.846.7936
kevino@scmanage.com

Oct 16/17

Hallett Motor Racing Circuit

Cimarron

Earl Schott 918.455.2888
eschott11@aol.com

Oct 29/31

Carolina Motorsports Park *

Carolinas

Nadine Saville 704.394.5422
nsaville@carolina.rr.com

Dec 3/5

Roebling Road Raceway

Florida Crown

Bob Linville 904.272.2998
cblinville@bellsouth.net

Photo by Tim Rogers (CTV)

2010 Club Racing Schedule

* Indicates Enduro Event

out of the car on a hot track is if the car is on fire. If
get out. In addition, we are often times able to have
a wrecker or EV “snatch” a broken down car during
that is the case, please get out quickly. You would be
surprised how difficult it is to get out of the car in a
a hot session but we can only do that if the driver is
in the car to steer the car. Please stay in the car and
hurry if you have not practiced it.
As many of you know, SCCA suffered a tragedy
prevent a Steward from having a heart attack!
last August at Daytona International Speedway. An
econd, let’s talk about fire for a few minutes.
With the increase in safety gear, with HANS
SCCA GT-2 class 944 caught fire exiting the bus
stop chicane on
devices, and higher
door bars and halo
the back straight.
seats, it is getting
The driver brought
increasingly
more
the car all the way
difficult to get in
around the north
end of the tri-oval to
and out of racecars.
I would urge each
the front stretch and
then into the pits,
and every one of you
by which time the
to practice getting
out of your racecar
car was engulfed in
Photo by Tim Rogers (CTV)
quickly, in case your
flames. The driver
car catches fire. Note
suffered significant
burns over much
in my statement
Robert Scotto (HCP) #15 finds himself in a firey situation
above, one of only
of his body and
while driving his GTC1 1990 964 Cup at the
two reasons to get
damage to his lungs
Racing into Spring 2009 Lime Rock Park Club Race

S
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from smoke and heat inhalation. He survived for engaged in. I checked with David Murry, our Club
two weeks in the hospital before succumbing to his Racing coach, to make sure that I was correct that
injuries.
weaving back and forth frankly has very little effect
There are a some lessons we need to take from
on heating up tires. David confirmed that point and
this tragedy. First, the driver was late to grid and said that he would weave a bit if he needed to clear
in his haste to get to the grid either he or his crew
his tires of debris, but that more commonly he would
had not removed the safety pin from his fire system. accelerate hard and brake hard, plus work the tires
Most probably the driver started trying to hit the fire
a bit in corners, all of it however done safely and
system button as soon as he realized the car was on
in a controlled manner. We have had more than
fire, but the fire system was inoperative since the pin
one driver hit a wall while weaving to warm up cold
was in place.
slicks. Let’s not see that happen again and let’s also
Second, the car had a fuel line extending through
not weave into each other’s cars.
the passenger compartment from the fuel cell to the
inally, a comment about the internet. There
engine. The fuel line included a flexible connection.
are a number of web sites and email lists
I have been told that both were in violation of SCCA
that cover racing, particularly PCA Club Racing.
rules.
The flexible
Members of the national
connection apparently
staff occasionally read
broke, spewing fuel
You would have thought we were in a Formula 1 or
those but frankly only for
throughout the cockpit
NASCAR race for all the weaving…
entertainment purposes.
of the car and creating
It is amazing how ill
a fire not unlike a
informed certain people
World War II flamethrower. Please check to make
are about how our program works and what drives
sure that your fuel lines are not inside the passenger decisions.
compartment and make sure that if possible they do
For instance, recently on one of the forums a
not include flexible fittings.
racer made the claim that a member of the national
Third, the driver drove by several fire trucks staff had personally changed the schedule for the
parked near the inside walls in turns 3 and 4 of the weekend to accommodate his own travel plans.
north end of the tri-oval. If the driver had pulled What was comical about that allegation was that the
over, he might have survived. Certainly, the fire
particular member of the national staff was in the later
trucks would have gotten to him more quickly. The of two races on Sunday and if anything, racing in the
lesson to be learned here is to use the first lap of the later race caused the staff member to rush to catch
first session at each race to look for cut outs around a plane. If the staff member had actually wanted to
the track where a car, whether it is on fire or merely
change the schedule, logically the races would have
disabled, can tuck behind the wall, away from the
been flipped. However, what the poster to the forum
track. Plus, look for fire trucks, EVs, and ambulances.
did not understand was that the race schedule is
The life you save likely will be your own.
actually a product of collaboration between the event
hird, let’s discuss weaving to warm tires. I
chair and the particular Steward working the event.
In addition, the composition of the race groups
recently took part in the Kohler International
Challenge (KIC) at Road America. KIC is one of is purely a product of registration numbers. In other
the biggest vintage races in the country. It was a fun words, at some races one class will be in the slowest
event although provided very little track time, was group and at the next race that same class may be in
more expensive than a PCA Club Race and for crying
the fastest group. We do not set up race groups to
out loud, had only a six lap feature race on Sunday. make life difficult for any racer. Frankly, all of the
An interesting time but frankly, I prefer PCA Club Stewards are racers and all of them have experienced
Racing. What struck me particularly about the
being in the fastest class in a particular group and
vintage race participants is that apparently they did
also being in the slowest class in a particular group.
not get the memo about how to properly warm up That is simply multi-class racing.
racing tires on the pace lap of a race. You would
Enough of the soap box – I look forward to
have thought we were in a Formula 1 or NASCAR seeing you at the track.
race for all the weaving from side to side that was
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Golden Gate Region Presents

Rolling Thunder 2010
Drivers Ed, Time Trial and PCA Club Race

Thunderhill Raceway Park
Saturday and Sunday September 18th and 19th
Registration opens in early August; fee is $400 for the weekend.
Rookie candidates may qualify for a license at this club race event.
All race entrants must be PCA members and have a PCA Club Racing license or
an approved License Application, go to http://www.pca.org/Activities/ClubRacing/
RulesLicensingForms.aspx, or call 847.272.7764
Registration Sites
For Club Racing - http://register.pca.org
For DE/TT – http://motorsportreg.com
Registration Contacts
For Club Racing – Andrew Forrest GGRRaceReg@gmail.com
For DE/TT - Paulette Johnson at GGRRegistrar@gmail.com

Club Racing News

PCA Club Racing Steward John
Crosby presents the 2009 Michael
Melton “Rookie of the Year” award
to racer Randall Casling (GPL) at
the 2010 Motorsport Park Hastings
Club Race. The plaque reads:

Editor
Michael Wingfield
3805 Clearwater Court
Plano, TX 75025-2094
972.491.2766
ClubRacingNews@PCA.org

Michael Ward Melton
Memorial
“Rookie of the Year”
Award

Advertising Coordinator
Susan Shire
1897 Mission Hills Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062-5760
847.272.7764
847.272.7785 (F)
ClubRace@PCA.org

Awarded to the
“Rookie”

Randall Cassling

Printing
Press Tech
959 Lee Street
Des Plaines, IL 60016-6545
847.824.4485
Copyright 2010
Porsche Club of America

for his
2009
PCA Race Season

Photo by George Anderson, MPH

“WE SHOULD PURSUE OUR DREAM OF
RACING BUT NOT TO THE DETRIMENT OF
OTHERS.”
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Lorem Ipsum

By Michael Wingfield, Club Racing News Editor

A

s I sit here in the first week of August writing like to receive more photos from our events, even if
this column, I have not yet received my copy
you do not write an article. Photos of events without
of the second quarter issue of the Club Racing News, articles appear in a Pictorial section. I have several
issue 10.2, due in mailboxes the last week of June or
loyal quality photographers, but they attend only
early July. I tried for weeks to find out why 10.2 had local events. With almost 30 races on our calendar,
not arrived. What did I learn? It seems 10.2 sat in I could show more of our racers if I only had photos
the mail house for about six weeks. I am unsure how from the events. You need not be a professional
over 2,000 copies of a 36-page magazine falls through
photographer to see your pictures appear in these
the cracks, but evidently that happened to the issue. pages. Simply capture the people and cars at your
Unfortunately, after I approve the publisher’s draft, I event in high resolution digital photographs and
have no control over the issue. I sit and wait for the send them to me.
magazine to appear in my mailbox as a subscriber,
Speaking of photographs, I would like to
just like you. Hopefully, this will not happen again. continue the Cyrillic section, and possibly make it
On a lighter note, I am happy to have three
a regular feature. Therefore, I need photos of cars
unsolicited articles from Club Racers in this issue.
with interesting graphics. I see creative artwork on
Two rookie racers penned articles about their cars when I attend races, so I know there are plenty
experiences at different
of interesting subjects
events. If you read the
available. Please send me
I am adaptable and looking for anything
articles carefully, you
photos of racecars that
out of the ordinary.
will notice that while
have alluring, amusing,
the stories differ, each
engaging, or intriguing
uses some of the same inspiring phrases to describe
graphics. While a backward front bumper type
experiences racing in our program. This says a lot
got Cyrillic started, I am adaptable and looking for
about the welcoming nature of our program.
anything out of the ordinary.
Along these lines, when writing an article for
While I am off the ordinary, would you like to
CRN, take a moment to examine your article length, be a proof reader for CRN? I am looking for people
typically measured in word count. Finding your who can devote a few hours to reading every single
word count is easy as “Word Count” is an option word of CRN within a day or two before the issue
from the Tool menu of Microsoft Word. For an
goes online and to press. Basic spelling and grammar
article to cover two CRN pages, the word count skills are highly desired, as well as a keen eye to
should measure 1,500-1,700 words. If you provide spotting consistency details. If you are interested,
photos or other illustrations with your article, the contact me.
preferred word count drops to 1,000-1,500 words.
Finally, I segue from asking for proof readers
A single page of text contains less than 1,000 words.
to giving an apology to Steve Coomes for listing him
Recalling your days of high school essays, as a “Race Volunteer” in the byline of his CRN 10.2
college term papers, and the intimidating college
article, “Handling Curves.” Steve has been a licensed
thesis, you understand composition lengths. Filling
PCA Club Racer for five years and should have
a page of text is easy once you get started if you do
received a “Racer” byline. As a fellow member of a
not worry about the number of words required when
trackjunkies (TJs) group, I have known Steve longer
you begin. Next, add photographs or illustrations to than he has been a PCA racer. Likewise, as a member
your text and we have a nice article. Longer articles of the TJs, I am sure Steve will catch no shortage of
are welcome, but long articles may be edited to fit
razzing at possibly being a better volunteer than he
available space, and delayed to allow for more current is as a racer; and some may argue that I got it right
event related articles.
the first time.
What is an article without photographs besides
By the way, this article contains 755 words, just
a lot of plain text? To accentuate articles, I would
in case you were curious.
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PARC HO — Anyone Read Cyrillic?

Photo by Hart Photography www.hart-photography.com

Typically driving a plain solid color racecar,
unadorned except for a distinctive stylized number
font, Jim Buckley (MAV) blazes around tracks in
Zone 5, occasionally venturing out of the zone,
terrorizing drivers in E-class with his ‘83 911 SC
Euro. However, this year at the Maverick Region
Club Race at Eagles Canyon Raceway, Jim brought
something new to the track - a car with a splash of
color. I heard that wife Leslie was instrumental in

adding color to the racecar, although
Leslie preferred violet or pink to the
current pale yellow adornments.
To further intimidate fellow racers,
Jim added reptilian eyes to his headlights
and a Cyrillic message for his competitors
on the front bumper. To mind read, or
to plant a subliminal thought in their
subconsciousness, the message is clear
when viewed in a mirror.

Photo by Hart Photography www.hart-photography.com

Jim’s message as seen in a rear view mirror - one thought
many drivers have when they see Jim behind them.

July - September 2010
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View From the Tower
By Bryan Henderson, Chief National Steward

R

ecently we have had several incidents that were
well. What was a 35 foot wide track that should
very tough to work out and get all parties to easily support three cars abreast on the straight had
understand the outcome. The first type of incident become a 15 foot wide track and the room for car C
occurs on straights when cars are passing or being
was getting very small. In fact C, who was already
passed. Basically, on the straight the requirements
overlapping with B and on the inside when the
are more common sense than specific points like we
space started to narrow appreciably, had his inside
use for corners, such as who was ahead at turn-in.
tires in the grass when entering the braking zone.
With the specific points involved in corners, we have
As he applied brakes hard for the corner he slightly
a discernible point to be even with the car we are
contacted B who was the meat in the A-C sandwich.
passing. So when we do not get even by that point Who was at fault here?
and continue the pass
On the straight
attempt, we have made
car C should be able to
an obvious error. We
When you spin, you have made an error.
expect that since the
are expected to be able to
That is pretty clear.
inside lane was open and
judge accurately how our
neither driver ahead had
car will fit with the other
made a timely move to
car by that specific point.
take a defensive line into the corner, it would remain
On a straight the overtaking car still has the
open to the turn-in point. Since he was projected to
responsibility to make a clean pass. However, be ahead of both cars by the turn-in point, it should
coexistence is the guiding principle. On a straight, if be a safe pass attempt.
a car is trying to pass you and is already overlapping
Car B in this example is passing A and expects
you, how can you justify turning into him even when
to be ahead at turn-in as well. He is planning to
he is not yet even with you? In these situations we
move inside only enough to clear A and intends to
must leave racing room. If we make a turn towards take a mid track line at turn-in to maximize his exit
the other car just before the other car gets there, at speed. He expects to be ahead at the apex enough
the very least we are probably guilty of blocking.
that he would have the full track-out to work with
If there is a high closing rate, racing room would
exiting the corner. When A moves inside, B must
extend to some point in front of the passing car. You
move inside to avoid contact with A. Since C is
can not expect the passing car to instantly loose say
already inside B, B really does not have anywhere to
30 miles per hour. In these situations the car being
go.
passed would most likely be found at fault if there is
A, on the other hand, has plenty of track to his
an incident.
outside and no reason to move to the inside on this
straight. In fact he is actually hurting his speed by
Fault When Your Car Was Not Touched
moving to the inside prior to turn-in. That driving
style may be one reason he is being lapped. He is the
In a recent situation car A was being lapped by
car being passed by two other cars but is at fault in
car B who was at the same time being lapped by car
the incident even though he was not involved in the
C who was dicing hard for position. They were going
contact. He did not leave racing room for the two
to end up three wide in the braking zone for the next cars that were passing him. It is tough since he was
corner, a relatively slow 90 degree right hand corner.
not aware of C.
As B pulled alongside of A on the inside, A started to
I see this inside move by a car being passed
drift to the inside prior to the turn-in point for the much more than you would think. I suspect it is
corner. He actually started this move half way down
caused by the driver looking in the right hand mirror
the 900 foot straight. This is what we Texans call or out the passenger window at the cars passing him
poaching or hunting a day or two before the season on the right. The car follows his eyes slightly.
opens. This move forced B to drift to the inside as
10
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Check Your Driving Habits

Late Braking on the Inside

The other incident we are having trouble getting
drivers to understand is the spin that leads to damage
by cars that are avoiding the spinner. A review of
race reports indicated there have been several of these
incidents in the last couple of months.
When you spin, you have made an error. That
is pretty clear. If there is an incident caused by
cars trying to avoid you when you spin, it stands to
reason that your error caused the incident. If the
car behind you is okay and the third one back hits
a wall, it would still be your fault if he lost control
trying to avoid you. This can easily happen when one
car behind you chooses right and the next chooses
left. It can happen because the car behind you is a
better car than the third one back, the second driver
is better, or the two cars following are placed slightly
different on the track in position or rotation. One
car making it through the spin zone and the next car
not making it through safely is not a valid defense.
The only issue left to decide is did the car behind
have sufficient warning that he should reasonably be
expected to avoid an incident? If your spin is still
in progress or you are still moving in a continued
movement from the spin, you are likely to be found
at fault. The onus goes to the following cars when you
are stopped and they have clearly had time to see you
and avoid you, or have had time to see appropriate
flags and avoid you.
A waving yellow flag is almost always displayed
at the first station up track from the spinner. If the
driver has had a reasonable opportunity to see the
flags and respond and still is involved in an incident,
it would likely be his own incident. The problem is
the first station up track from the incident may be
a radio call away so the flag will be a few seconds in
coming out. If you have not arrived at a flag station
you are not in the area covered by their flags.
The second issue is how far up track from a flag
is an approaching driver expected to see and respond
to the flag? This depends on the speed of the cars, the
visibility to the station, and appropriate driver visual
focus. It is a judgment call by the corner captain for
yellow flag and black flag penalties, and the Steward
for incident investigation. If I am coming up on a
fast right hander and the corner station is to the left,
the distance up track I can expect to see the flag is
much further than if it is a slow right hander with the
corner station right behind the apex. Think about it.

We have had a few incidents lately where cars
were trying to pass on the inside with a late braking
maneuver. A pass under braking generally must
occur when your relative speed and braking distance
will put you even with the car you are passing by
turn-in. Inside means a tight line so braking at the
same distance from the corner the other car does
would actually be braking later than he did relative
to the track of the two cars. This works okay when
the driver being passed cooperates, realizing you
are going to over slow because of your line. It is a
great opportunity for him to re-pass you on exit by
taking a very late apex and getting onto the throttle
much sooner than you do. If you go inside and try to
actually brake later than does the car that is on line,
you are asking for serious trouble. In those situations
that became incidents, the inside late braking car slid
off track to the outside and collected the car along
the way that he was trying to pass. Think!

Video
Please, please, please get a video system for your
car. You want the Steward’s decisions to be timely
and accurate. Video is extremely helpful in that
matter. At a recent race I worked three incidents
that included seven cars and probably another half a
dozen that were in video range from behind. In that
group only two cars had video. Both videos made the
incident investigation easy and gave me the ability to
show the drivers visually why I made the decisions I
made. The third incident was without video and was
tough to decide since witness accounts varied.
One of the drivers involved who had video
explained that he did not bring it to me initially since
he was ahead and it would not show anything. When
he came back with the video, it showed that he had
driven his car correctly and had left racing room to
the inside for the other driver who was trying to pass.
The driver’s own video cleared him in an otherwise
difficult to evaluate incident. In the other incident
the camera was mounted on his main hoop cross
bar. It showed the car behind clearly in his rear view
mirror as well as what was happening ahead. It was
almost as good as dual cameras.
Race hard. Race clean.

July - September 2010
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From Start to Finish

By Michael Wingfield, Chief of National Timing & Scoring

A

racer contacted me recently to ask why the race websites, please bring it to my attention. I welcome
results he received at the race track had different the comment so that I may identify the underlying
results from those posted on the PCA Club Racing
cause of the discrepancy and correct the results.
website and the MyLaps (www.mylaps.com) website.
Speaking of MyLaps, MyLaps is a robust website
Several circumstances can account for differences providing individual lap times and lap comparisons
appearing between the results delivered at the track
between racers. Nevertheless, the website is not
and the results subsequently posted on the above
without internal errors. Have you looked lately at the
mentioned websites. These circumstances include “Show results by class” view of a race on MyLaps? If
post race penalties, driver change updates (especially
so, then you may have noticed that the website does
for Enduro entrants), scoring corrections, and finally,
not always properly format the class data correctly
transcription and upload errors committed by yours and often lists the position in class as a five or six
truly.
digit number. I have
The MyLaps and
also noticed the website
PCA websites each have
placing cars in the wrong
different processes for
class on the ‘by class’
uploading and posting
page, while maintaining
race results. One site
the correct finish order
has a relatively simple
on the “Show overall
process when compared
results” page.
to the other, which
Finally, the Enduro
requires data exports,
results from the Top
queries, and formatting.
Gun Challenge Club
In an effort to eliminate
Race at the Putnam Park
possible human errors
Road Course required
(my typos) in the
a post race scoring
multi-step process, I
correction. Thus, the
automated most of
results delivered at the
the exportation and
track do not match the
formatting process with
results posted on the
computer
programs.
PCA Club Racing and
However,
programs
MyLaps websites. The
require
properly
correction removes a
formatted input data to
lap from a competitor
Sample of a MyLaps “Show results by class” view of a
generate correct output
finishing on the podium,
PCA Club Race where the position order within
results.
In software
second overall on the
the class does not display correctly
development we have a
at track results. The
catchphrase, “Garbage in – garbage out.” In this one
lap deduction moves the competitor down to sixth
case, my input data did not have the proper format
overall. However, the competitor maintained a first
and the subsequent output data contained errors. in class position even after the one lap deduction.
The result of my error caused the PCA website to The competitor scored two laps while on pit road for
have a different result than the results posted on the mandatory pit stop. The extra lap was noted at
MyLaps for that one race.
the track during the Enduro, but unfortunately the
Identical race results should appear on both
extra lap did not get removed before releasing the
MyLaps and the PCA website. This includes the
results to the competitors at the track. The correct
overall finish order and the ‘by class’ results. If you
results do however appear on both the MyLaps and
find an error in the results posting between the two
the PCA websites.
12
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Potomac, the Founders Region, Announces

The Summit Point PCA Club Race and Advanced DE Event
October 1, 2, & 3, 2010
Please join the Potomac Region for their nineteenth annual PCA Club Race and Advanced DE at Summit Point Motorsports
Park’s Main Circuit, presented by the Washington, DC area Porsche Dealers. Summit Point Motorsports Park is located in
Summit Point, West Virginia, just west of Charlestown.
Racer registration will be Thursday. Race activities start on Friday, the 1st with warm-up sessions, practices starts, and fun races
later in the afternoon. Saturday will feature practice, qualifying and the sprint races. Saturday night we will offer a delicious
barbeque at the track for racers, family, friends and race volunteers. All participants will receive a ticket for the Saturday night
barbeque, with extra tickets available for purchase. On Sunday there will be the Enduro Races.
Lodging and dining accommodations are available in either nearby Winchester, Virginia or Charlestown, West Virginia. Overnight
camping is also permitted at the track.

Registration will open August 16th at 9:00 PM CDT
To register go to: http://register.pca.org
The Potomac Region’s Club Race is the oldest continuously
held PCA Club Race event. Plan now to join us and help keep
the Potomac Summit Point Club Racing tradition alive.

Track Car Preparation, Transportation & Track Support
Driver’s Ed, Club Racing & Professional Competition
Your “One Stop Shop”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 25 Years Experience Repairing & Servicing Porsches
Engine & Transmission Overhauls and Improvements
Precision Four Wheel Alignments & Corner Balancing
911, 996 & 997 GT3 Cup, R, RS, RSR Specialists
Storage, Trackside Support, Arrive & Drive Programs
Driver Training & Coaching, Data Acquisition Analysis
Corporate Driving Experience & Hospitality

With Autometrics the Difference Is In The Details
Located In Charleston, South Carolina
(843) 763-7356
July - September 2010

autometricsmotorsports.com

For more event information contact:
Race Co-Chair: Kevin Oyler 301-846-7936 kevinoyler@aol.com
Race Co-Chair and Racer Registrar: Starla Phelps 703-354-5833 starlaphelps@verizon.net or
starla@pcapotomac.org
DE registrations available online at www.pcapotomac.org or email deregistrar@pcapotomac.org
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2011 Rules Proposals
By Donna Amico, Technical & Rules Chair

T

he PCA Club Racing Rules Committee is
soliciting racer input on the following rules
proposals. Not every proposed rule is considered
to have equal merit at this point. Your input is
extremely important to make sure the decision on
whether to adopt a rule change is made on the basis
of accurate information and the change effectively
addresses a real need. When submitting comments,
please clearly identify the rule section (e.g. “Stock”)
and rule number for each comment. Submit your
comments via e-mail to CRRules@PCA.org by
October 1, 2010.

2. Allow the following items to be removed from
stock class cars (each is a separate proposal).
• Heater core (proposed for cars with integrated
AC and heat systems)
• Interiors except dashboard and passenger
seat. ALTERNATIVE: Allow removal of
interior as a “prepared” change. Current
rules allow removal of carpet and panels
necessary for installation of the roll cage, not
all panels like rear package shelf, leather/faux
leather trim around door pillar members,
dash pad, etc.

Submit your comments via e-mail to
CRRules@PCA.org by October 1, 2010

3. Change the E-class Boxster model years and
weights as follows :
• Replace “96-97 Boxster” with
“97-99 Boxster”, weight 2905 lbs, hp 201
• Replace “98-04 Boxster” with
“00-04 Boxster”, weight 2929 lbs, hp 217

This year, nearly all rule changes proposed
have been included below in the proposals for
racer comment. There are several reasons why
rules proposals do not make it to the list of those
recommended. If a proposal is really about procedures
rather than rules, it is forwarded to the Stewards for
possible consideration for their procedures manual.
Note that proposals to allow a specific model to make
a modification not allowed for other models generally
have little chance of passage, unless there is a serious
safety issue that needs to be addressed.

Stock
1. Classify Porsche 2011 models. New specs for
most models are not yet published. The following
models are not yet classified and will need to be
added. Weights include 150 lbs for driver.
Panamera weights are estimates and will be
updated when actual specs are published.
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Model

Weight

HP

Ratio (lb/HP)

Class

Panamera

Est. 4050

300

13.50

E

Panamera 4

Est. 4180

300

13.93

E

997 Turbo S

3644

530

6.88

L

997 GT2 RS

3170

620

5.11

L
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The purpose of this change is to correct the rules
to get the right model years associated with the
2.5L and 2.7L engines, respectively. This also
lowers the weight of the 2.5L car to match the
lowest of several published weights currently
available.
4. Move 2009-2010 Boxster and Cayman from F
class to G class. These cars have the best weight/
HP ratio in F and have other advantages that
appear to warrant moving to the faster class.
Note that the 2009-2010 “S” versions are in I
class.
5. Require water-cooled flat six engines (Boxster,
Cayman, 996, 997, GT3) to retain the stock
dual-mass flywheel. Boxster, Cayman, 996, 997,
and GT3 cars that have changed to aluminum
flywheels with steel friction surfaces will be
grandfathered until 2012. 964, 968 and 993 will
still be allowed to change to a single mass steel
flywheel. (Background: The 964, 968, and 993
all had troublesome dual-mass flywheels, and also
a reasonable Porsche part substitution in the
form of the RS flywheel for the car. We have

seen no documented failures of dual-mass
flywheels in the water-cooled flat sixes, and the
only substitute flywheels available convey a
performance advantage as they are mostly
lightweight aluminum.)
6. Consider specifying allowable parts for Boxster
2.5L engine rebuilds. Compression ratio limited
to 10.5:1. Options for rebuilding these engines
are limited, and there are several characteristic
failures.
Parts to be considered include
intermediate shaft bearing, pistons, and cylinders.
It is possible that this could also be considered
for SPBOX, but it would require discussion with
other groups that have similar Boxster Spec class
rules.

Prepared
1. Add weight reduction of 50 lbs as a “prepared”
change.

Spec Classes
1. Make changes to Spec classes based upon the
2011 rules for each series of origin. Known
change so far:
• Remove tire width restrictions in SP3 to
correct PCA rules to match 944 Cup
2. Change class designation for SPBOX to SPB.
This shorter designation was approved mid-year
2010, and is included to publicize that action.

7. Prohibit Hoosier A6 (autocross compound)
tires.

3. Add new Spec class based on Spec 996 for
1999‑2004 996s with 3.4L or 3.6L engines.

Proposed, but not adoptable as written

4. Make Cayman Interseries cars a Spec class instead
of part of GTB1.

8. Add a minimum tire diameter for D class and E
class to combat gear ratio difference between low
profile 15” tires and the tires on 17” rims.
Instead, please comment on whether there should
be a limit on the percentage reduction from “as
delivered” tire diameter on stock class cars, and
what should be the percentage limit.
9. Give a weight break to the E class Carrera 3.2s
and G class 993s. Instead, please comment on
each of the following, and yes, they are different:
• Whether all stock weights should be adjusted
so all cars in a class have similar weight/HP
ratios (easy)
• Whether stock class weights should be
adjusted to better equalize competitiveness of
cars within a class (harder - model
competitiveness within class seems trackspecific in some classes)
10. Make remote reservoir adjustable shocks a
“prepared” change for any stock class car where
remote reservoir shocks could not be ordered
from the factory. Please comment on whether
adjustable shocks, regardless of reservoir type or
location, should be a “prepared” change.

GT
1. Remove class distinction between R and S.
2. Classify water-cooled flat six GT3 or factory race
motors in GT with a HP/L factor of 165 for
996-based engines and 175 for 997-based engines.
3. Reverse the language allowing additional
suspension pivot points. State that while chassis
suspension attachments may be moved (as long as
the original type of suspension is retained), and
modified for static adjustment, additional
suspension pickup points, links, or other
suspension dynamic articulations are prohibited.

GTB
1. Move 996 cars with X-51 engines to GTB2 at a
weight of 2750 lbs. (996 X-51 cars built for GTB
before 2010 have to add considerable ballast to
meet GTB1 weight.)
2. Specify that Cayman-based cars are allowed the
Cayman Interseries wing or the factory nonJuly - September 2010
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extended GT3 or GT3 Cup wing. (Corrects an
omission when Cayman S was added to GTB.)
3. Limit the allowed GT3 Cup wing to 996 or 997
GT3 Cup wings through model year 2009.

GTC
1. Allow parts substitution on GTC cars when
original parts are no longer available, subject to
case by case approval by the Technical & Rules
Chair. Racer making the request must provide
documentation of the search for the correct part
and the specifications of the proposed substitute.
Approved substitutions will be added to the rules
in the following year.

Safety
1. Change Snell helmet specifications to require
SA2005 or SA2010.
Also allowed: FIA
8860‑2004, SFI 31.1, or BS6658-85 type A/FR.
Helmets certified to specifications other than
Snell must be within 10 years of the date of
manufacture. Updating the Snell specification
assumes that SA2010 helmets will be widely
available before the end of 2010.
2. Require driver suits to meet either SFI 3.2A/5 or
FIA 8856-2000.
3. Require driver gloves and shoes to meet SFI 3.3/5
or FIA 8856-2000.
4. Update FIA seat specification for seats that do
not require seat back braces. Seat must be within
six years of manufacture date, and meet either
FIA 8855-1999 or 8862-2009.
5. Prohibit glycol-containing antifreeze. Water
wetter and/or other evaporative substances for
anti corrosive properties would be allowed.
6. For roll cages and roll bars, change wording to
state that a diagonal bar is required as a brace
between the left and right sides of the main hoop
(current wording is “transverse” bar).
7. For roll cages, require that the front bars that
follow the A-pillar must be connected to the
16
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main hoops with at least 2 bars, one as close to
the roof as practical and the second as side impact
protection across the lower portion of the door
opening.
8. Allow removal of passenger seat (to provide better
egress if driver’s side blocked).
9. Seat back braces must be installed per seat and
brace manufacturer recommendations. Unless
the racer has manufacturer instructions indicating
otherwise, braces designed for metal seats must
be bolted to the seat. Composite seats that are
designed to be bolted to a support should be
bolted.
10. Seats constructed with a tube frame require a
brace that is secured to the frame, not the back of
the seat, unless the seat can be used without a
brace per Safety Rule 27.
11. Prohibit steering wheels that contain wood.

Enduro Protocol
1. Allow refueling in 60 minute Enduros, with the
approval of the host Region and confirmation
that the Region will have the necessary volunteers.
Whether the Enduro will allow refueling will be
announced before registration opens for the
event.

Other
We are looking to compile a list of small changes
which do not directly increase car performance, are
frequently made, have historically been allowed,
but are not specifically addressed in the rules as
allowed. Examples are “aftermarket” nuts and bolts,
braided steel brake lines, disabling the steering lock,
removable steering wheel as part of “any steering
wheel,” removal of fog lights. Also, some recent
rules changes may have led to similar changes which
perhaps should be allowed. Example: allowance of
shock tower camber adjusters suggests that removal
of shock dust covers should be allowed. Comments
on these specifics may include additional items of
this sort.
















•
•
•
















Registration opens September 12, 2010
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Ten Years After

By Frank Vento, PCA Club Racer (Potomac Region)

I

the suggestion that my team be named “Remedial
grew up with American muscle cars, Chevys in
particular. I was crazy about Camaros, Impalas, Racing” with a short yellow bus for the tow vehicle.
Chevelles, Corvettes and even Corvairs, so I did not
Years later, friend Dwayne Moses and I were
understand when my older brother started shopping invited to be DE instructors at the start of the
for a 911 in the mid 1980s. When he brought his 1999 season. Instructing was a blast, and added a
new element to the
1981 SC over and let me
challenges of a DE
drive it, I was a convert
I was a convert by the time I hit redline in third gear.
by the time I hit red line
weekend. However,
Club Racing was
in third gear. I bought
calling
us
both.
my first Porsche in 1994,
Dwayne
purchased
an
SC
to
prepare
for
track
use.
a 1988 Carrera, and promptly signed up for my first
Driver Education (DE) at Summit Point Motorsports We shared his new track car at one of the first events
at the reopened VIRginia International Raceway
Park (Summit Point) in November of that year.
(VIR) in March of 2000, and had a blast.
Like many new 911 owners, I thought I knew
Life events and the Virginia DMV intervened,
how to drive, but quickly learned otherwise. I entered
and I sold my Porsche in 2000. For the next ten
as many DE events as I could in my first few seasons,
years, I lived vicariously through Dwayne as he cut a
traveling to the Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course (Midswath through the old G-class, now D-class, in PCA
Ohio) and Watkins Glen International (The Glen)
at least twice each year, in addition to every event at Club Racing. Late in 2008, my brother convinced
me that I could relive those glory days. I returned to
my home track. There were some trying times, such
driving and instructing at DE events in a brand new
as when my second event instructor told me I was,
997S.
“one of those people who just don’t get it.” My early
After driving the 2009 regional DE events at
travails earned me the nickname “Spin Doctor” and
The Glen, Mid-Ohio, Shenandoah and
Jefferson (Circuits at Summit Point), I
Photo by Viviana Vento (POT)
again got the urge to go racing. I attended
the Summit Point Club Race with my
nine year old daughter Viviana, and that
sealed the deal. We had a blast cheering
Dwayne on to victory in class D. On the
way home Viviana said, “Daddy, I want
you to get a racecar.” To which I replied,
“Tell that to you mother.” Viviana did,
and wife Julie said, “Okay,” without
hesitation. Did I mention how much I
love this woman?
I eagerly looked forward to a long
search for the perfect D-class car. I called
Geoff Schwartz at Auto Sportsystems
Group, who said he knew the perfect car
for me. Everyone I spoke with agreed
that I was not going to do any better than
Kevin Williams’ ‘83 SC. The deal was
done in time to test it at the last Potomac
DE at Summit Point. With Dwayne’s
“Spin Doctor” Frank is all grins at the wheel of his D-class ‘83 911 SC
help, I established that the car was set
18
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up beautifully – there would be no
excuses if I did not do well in 2010.
I proposed to Dwayne that we
run the PCA Club Races at MidOhio, VIR, The Glen, and Summit
Point in 2010, all tracks that I had
been around many times. He thought
I needed to challenge myself more and
throw in some new tracks. Besides, he
reasoned with the first of those four
races not until May, the season would
be half over before I started. Not one
to back down from a “double-dogPhoto by Viviana Vento (POT)
dare,” I decided to shoot for Road
Atlanta as my first race.
Frank #166 racing wheel-to-wheel with
Mitch Richard (MG) #301 in his SP2 1989 944
As a rookie candidate, I had to be
at Road Atlanta on Thursday night for
the orientation meeting, so I loaded the tow rig on
relayed a tidbit he attributed to professional racer
Wednesday night and set off at sunrise on Thursday. I
Randy Pobst. Apparently Randy’s theory of practice
made it to the track in time for the orientation meeting
sessions was to set incremental goals - Session 1: do
and for a digital track walk led by professional driver not finish dead last; Session 2: get on to the first page
and PCA Coach David Murry. His perspective of his of results; and Session 3: get on to the top half of the
home track was entertaining and insightful. About
first page. I adopted these goals as my own.
10 racers attended the orientation meeting of whom
The second practice session was free of any
only two were rookies. The Club Race Stewards
major incidents and I got more comfortable with the
went over all of the important rules and emphasized
track and enjoyed passing others (rarely) and being
that we rookie candidates had to participate in all
passed (often) without a point-by. The other drivers
three practice sessions and all three practice starts
demonstrated good track etiquette and I tried my best
on Friday in order to
not to hold up anyone,
qualify as rookies and
while concentrating on
“Dude, this is racing not DE. No passengers allowed”
race on Saturday and
driving the line and
Sunday.
going faster. My best
Friday morning,
lap time was 46th out
Dwayne indicated he was not going out for the first
of 49 racers. While I did not achieve my Randy
practice session so I asked him to ride along with me. Pobst goal, I did knock eight seconds off my best lap
“Dude, this is racing not DE. No passengers allowed,” time and got my time down to 1:57.
he responded. That added to the stress level of going
In the third practice session, I made similar
out onto a track I had only seen on video for the first progress, with a best lap of 1:51, 33rd out of 49, and
time the night before. Despite my apprehension, I got myself onto the first page of the results sheet.
quickly learned the line from the other racers and was
Dwayne, in his D-class ’82 911 SC racecar, was five
smitten with the track. Unfortunately, the session
seconds quicker than me and faster than a number of
was black flagged when a fellow D-class racer put his E cars. I still had a way to go. Also, I spun the car in
car into the wall at turn‑7. It was one of several cars turn-3, a fast downhill right hander that immediately
that wrecked during practice. I was thinking, “This
follows the blind turn-2. Too much speed on entry;
is just practice; these guys must be crazy”.
lesson learned.
I picked up my results and received the bad
Friday afternoon was the Practice Starts session,
news. My best lap time was 44th out of 47 drivers in three rolling starts followed by a short Fun Race.
my race group. On the bright side, two (out of ten) Dwayne warned me that race starts were a free-for‑all
of the other D-class drivers were slower than my lap
and I thought watching amateur and professional
time of 2:05. At the tower, one of the other racers races gave me a good idea of what to expect. I was
July - September 2010
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gridded 33rd out of 49 based on my best practice
Saturday morning, my race group was the first
time. I was so far back I would not see the green to go out for qualifying, and I was concerned about
flag drop. I was also warned not be in too high a
being so far down the grid. Dwayne convinced me
gear and to watch my tachometer as I would not be that it was irrelevant, and that my qualifying position
able to hear my engine over all the other cars roaring
was not that important. If I did not do well, there
around me.
would be plenty of opportunities to pass slower cars
The first challenge was the formation lap as during the race. That relaxed me and gave me the
cars weaved 1 wildly back and forth to warm tires confidence to focus on improving my lap times,
and the effect of the
which I did slightly.
front running cars
My best lap time was
accelerating
and
39th out of 50 cars and
Being clueless as to where I would be on the track when
braking
multiplied
fifth out of eight in
the green flag dropped, I was instantly passed by a large
through the field. I
D-class. For the sprint
number of cars before it registered.
was jamming on the
race I thought I would
gas or brake to keep up
again be buried deep in
with the field without rear ending someone. Being
the field, so I began mentally preparing for the start.
clueless as to where I would be on the track when the
At the drivers meeting held before the first
green flag dropped, I was instantly passed by a large sprint race I learned that there would be a split start,
number of cars before it registered. Cars were to the
with the 944 Spec cars starting behind all the other
left, right and up my bumper as I was immediately
classes. This resulted in me being placed about 20th
overwhelmed both literally and figuratively. The on the grid. I actually saw the green flag drop and
subsequent practice starts did not go much better. made a decent start. I got more comfortable with
I just focused on staying out of everyone’s way. I
the track and the close competition and really began
found myself relieved to be lapping the track alone
to fully enjoy myself. I passed a number of cars,
at the back of the pack during the Fun Race. That including a D-class competitor who had qualified
was ironic because I started Club Racing for the
ahead of me. No other D-class cars passed me and I
excitement of wheel to wheel racing. Later, I told
finished fourth in class out of seven, and 23rd out of
Dwayne that Club Racing and DE seemed like totally 44 overall. I also knocked another three seconds off
different and unrelated sports. I am not sure there is
my best lap time. When the checkered flag dropped,
any way to fully prepare for the first time experience
I was screaming with joy, as if I had just won the
of the chaos that ensues at the start of a road race.
F1 championship. I remember thinking on the cool
down lap that racing was worth every penny I had
spent.
1
See “State of the Program” on page 4 for a
My goal for the second sprint race was to make
comment on weaving from Chairman Bruce Boeder
the podium in my class, and only one D‑class car

Photo by Viviana Vento (POT)

Frank #166 sporting his rookie “X” gives chase to the ‘89 944 S2 SP3 car
driven by Michael Branning (CAR) #162 during the Peachstate 225 at Road Atlanta
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stood in my way. On the grid, my target was in
from 23rd to 15th overall. However, we had no idea
sight, with only three other class cars between us.
of our class position. The pit stop went smoothly.
I made a decent start, but was a little quick on We refueled and changed drivers in just over the five
anticipating the green flag. This caused me to run minute mandatory minimum. Dwayne told me to
out of revs early, and allowed my target to gain some drive at about 9/10ths of dry track speed.
car lengths on me. Of the three cars between us,
The rain eased up and the track dried out, so
within five laps I passed one and the other two passed
my lap times improved as the race went on. I was
him. Only 10 car lengths separated us. With each
passed by a number of cars but none with a “D”
lap, I closed the distance between us. I would gain
sticker on the back. On the final lap, I slowed down
the most ground in turn-5, a fast uphill left hander
for a yellow flag in turn-10 as a car and emergency
with so much runoff room at track out you could put vehicle were just off track in the run-off area. The
four wheels off and remain on pavement. I would driver behind me was much more aggressive through
lose the most time in the blind downhill right hander
that section, caught and passed me in turn-11 as a
that leads onto the start/finish straight. Dwayne had
result. I glued myself to the bumper of the passing
told me that it is the turn that most people figure out
car as we entered the start/finish straight, and totally
last. The turn is unnerving because it is like falling missed the checkered flag waving. When the passer
off a cliff with your eyes closed.
slowed, I was caught by surprise with my left wheels
As the race was winding down, I had to make up
on wet curbing. The rear came around to the left
ground if I was to capture third. I decided to try and
when I got off the gas. I over corrected and the rear
be even faster in turn-5 and spun the car, thus ending
went right into a 180 degree spin. I crossed the finish
my challenge for third place. The car was unharmed line backwards, my car coming to a stop after lightly
and I held onto fourth in class and 23rd out of 44
bumping the outside wall.
overall. I also knocked
I was so mortified
another half second off
at spinning on a
I
decided
to
try
and
be
even
faster
in
turn-5
my best lap time. In
straightaway that I
and spun the car…
retrospect, I realized
snuck off the track
that my strategy for
through the grid exit
catching the third
opening, and returned
place car was backwards. I should have been trying
to the paddock. At that point, I did not realize I had
to close the gap on those turns where I was slower,
actually finished the race and was mentally thrashing
not faster.
myself for not staying out and completing the race.
As if the challenges of the weekend so far were
It wasn’t until hours later that I learned that I did
not enough, rain was predicted for Sunday morning finish the race, first in class and 15th overall. After
and my race group was scheduled to run the first debriefing with the race Stewards, it was clear that I
endurance race. Dwayne and I agreed that he would
had violated two basic rules that I knew going in: 1)
drive the first stint, theorizing that it would be easier
stay off of the curbs in the rain; and 2) look at every
for me to hold a position than gain one. Arriving
flag station on every lap. I made a classic rookie
at the track, we switched to rain tires, adjusted the mistakes that could have had much worse results.
seat, got Dwayne strapped in and sent him to the
More lessons learned.
grid. I gathered up the gas can, fire extinguisher
My overall satisfaction and enjoyment with
and other peripherals and headed to our pit stall. I
my first Club Race weekend were tempered by the
bided my time by counting the cars that preceded
knowledge that I was lucky to avoid major damage
Dwayne on each lap as he passed one or more every
as the result of my mistakes. I did win the Forgeline
time around. About 30 minutes into the race, he did Rookie Award, but those odds were even, with only
not come by as scheduled and I had some panicky two rookies in the field. PCA Club Racing packed
moments when I heard that a 911 had crashed in
in all the track excitement I expected and more. I
turn-4 and the flat bed was dispatched. Fortunately am hooked and anxiously looking forward to my
for me, the flat bed returned to the paddock with next Club Race, with the chance to improve my
someone else’s bent 911. Dwayne finished his 45
performance and eliminate the rookie mistakes.
minute stint after gaining eight positions, moving us
July - September 2010
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Not Just for Boys

By Lisa Steele, PCA Club Racer (Maverick Region)

H

Photo courtesy of Slipstream

ave you ever felt
an equal amount
of pure nervousness
and excitement all in
one moment?
PCA
Club Racing is that
ball of nervousness and
excitement all rolled
up tightly in the pit of
your stomach and more
exciting than I ever
thought it really would
Lisa Steele
be.
Many questions
went through my head once I made the decision to
take the next step from Driver Education to Club
Racing. Will I be able to keep up with all of the men?

Photo by Hart Photography www.hart-photography.com

Lisa, using her inner tiger, lifts a wheel of her ‘80 911 SC
as well as any of her male competitors

my very supportive husband Mark, I took a few deep
breaths and got excited once again.
As we started our engines and went out for
the practice starts, the adrenaline was definitely
pumping. As we lined up two by two at the back
straight, I actually said out loud to myself, “I can’t
believe that I am about to do this.” I was completely
surrounded by these incredibly loud beautiful cars
and there was no backing out now. We came down
towards turn‑11 and although I could not actually
see the green flag, I knew we were green because
everyone was accelerating and taking off away from
me. I made it through turn‑1 and the rest of the
corners without any incident. I did lose a position
but, I made it through cleanly. I was starting to get a
little more confidence as we practiced the other two
starts and I began my first Fun Race.
Once I got off track I felt a sense of relief,
but disappointment too because I just was not very
strong with the starts and I was a bit too timid. After
watching Mark take the car out and be three seconds
faster and do the starts with such intensity, I knew I
had a lot to learn. Mark gave me some great advice
that night and really helped me visualize what I was
doing wrong and what I needed to do to be more
successful on the starts. So, I had a good night sleep
(okay only about five hours because I had so many
things to think about) and I woke up ready to get the
real race day under way.
As the cars lined the grid ready to go out for
the 20 minute Mini Sprint race, our first sprint race
of the weekend, I just kept saying to myself, “stay on
the bumper of the car in front of me and don’t let

Will the car handle two drivers or will it have lots of
mechanical issues? Will I be able to be aggressive,
but level headed and smooth at the same time? I
decided to just jump right in with both feet and have
FUN! Everyone I spoke with prior to the
race weekend said that I needed to have a
goal, so my goal was to simply finish the
weekend clean.
Saturday morning practice gave me
the opportunity to get use to the HANS
device that I had never worn before and
feel the handling of the car. Everything
was feeling great until the realization hit
me that I have to do practice starts and a
Photo by Hart Photography www.hart-photography.com
fun race after lunch. There went the nerves
again! With some helpful advice from my
Lisa (left) pursues fellow Mavericks James Shoffit #64 (right) in his
wonderful mentor, Colin Graidage, and
D-class ‘78 911 SC, and Marilynn Mosley #247 in her ‘99 986 SPB
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Photo by Hart Photography www.hart-photography.com

Sporting her rookie “X”, Lisa (center) finds herself confronting the SP1 cars of Kansas City Region
competitors, Jeff Knight #3 (left) and Chris Blazer #23 (right)

there be any space between me and that car in front
of me.” When I saw James Shoffit was in front of
me, a sense of relief came over me because I knew
he had lots of experience with starts and I knew that
if I stayed on his bumper, he could help me through
turn-1. It worked! I think I actually passed a car too!
I was starting to feel the aggression within me and I
had a great time dicing it up with James and a few
other cars. I still have a lot to learn on “closing the
door” on those people wanting to pass me. Again, I
finished the race clean and I was ready for the second
sprint race.

Photo by Hart Photography www.hart-photography.com

Lisa makes her way around Marilynn on the last lap

The second race, the longer 25 minute Feature
Sprint race was ready to begin and I was feeling hot
and tired, but I was ready to go do the best I could.
My start was not as good as the first sprint race, but
the race was definitely on. You see, I believe there is a
‘little tiger’ in all of us and I must say that I definitely
found that tiger within me during this race. I would
like to give a big ‘Thank You’ to Marilynn Moseley
for helping me pull out that tiger within! Grrrrr….
Marilynn in her SPB and I in my E-EX 911
hung with each other the entire race and even though
we were not in the same class. I knew I would follow

her every move. Finally, on the last lap of the race
I got around her and looked for that checker flag. I
felt like Lewis Hamilton taking a victory lap around
the track as I vigorously waved to each corner worker
as this was the closest I would ever get to taking an
F1 victory lap. Once again, I finished the race clean.
Yay!
I was able to experience this absolutely
wonderful weekend with the help and support of
many people. My mentor Colin Graidage checked
on me the entire weekend to make sure everything
was going okay even when he was having issues with
his car. I could not have asked for a better mentor
than you Mr. Colin. The support from every Club
Racer and my own Mavericks was so overwhelming
that I just couldn’t help but smile and have a good
time. Last, but never least, I have to give the biggest
thanks to my incredibly wonderful husband Mark.
He supported me throughout the entire weekend with
such positive encouragement that I never felt like I
was driving ‘his car.’ This was us doing something
that we both enjoy doing together. I encourage all of
the ladies out there to go take the most exhilarating
ride you will ever take!

Photo by Hart Photography www.hart-photography.com

Mentor, Colin Graidage (MAV) #21 kept watch over Lisa
even though he had problems with his E-class ‘85 911
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Maverick Region Club Race Pictorial
Photos by Hart Photography www.hart-photograpy.com
A

B

C

D

A - Jeff Knight (KSC) #3 moves his ‘86 944 SP1 inside
Darrell Clarke (MAV) #25 in his D-class ‘83 911 SC
B - E-class Maverick battle between Jeffrey Wiggins
#735 in his ‘83 911 SC and Bill Miller #176 in his
‘87 911 Carrera
E

F

C - John Gladwill (MAV) pilots a borrowed SPBOX to
3rd overall after starting 25th in the Mini Sprint
D - David McBee (MAV) #17 displays a colorful wrap
on his E-class ‘83 911 SC “Unicorn”
E - #05 GT3S ‘74 911 IROC of Donald Serbert (KSC)
F - ‘79 911 SC of Niels Meissner (MAV) #06
G - Brian St. Denis (KSC) #52 leads Bill Bernick (MAV)
#5 and Colin Graidage (MAV) #21 in a 911 E-class
battle up the hill at turn-10
H - Keith Olcha (MAV) #127 lifts a wheel as he hustles
his H-prepared ‘93 RSA
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M
I - GT3R ‘96 RSA of Stan Wenger (LST) #96 follows #641 the
‘03 GT3 Super Cup of Barry Moore (MAV)
J - ‘99 986 SPBOX #116 driven by Stephen Watkins (MAV)
K - Maverick D-class battle between Toby Pennycuff #73 in
his ‘74 911 S and James Shoffit #64 in his ‘78 911 SC
L - The battle heats up as James ducks inside Toby at Turn-7
M - Mark Dekutoski (NST) #202 lifts a wheel on his E-class
‘91 944 S2
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Great Plains Carrera GT

By Richard Bennett, PCA Club Racer (Kansas City Region)

F

irst of all let me congratulate and thank
Great Plains Region and George Anderson,
Motorsport Park Hastings (MPH or Hastings)
President, for hosting a warm, friendly, and efficient
event. Thanks also to the PCA event organizers,

Hastings would be the third race weekend for
my new car, which I built in 2009 after my last car
went to the racecar graveyard (actually it went to a
crusher, but that is another story). The first event with
the new car was at Hallett Motor Racing Circuit in
2009. I had hoped for a simple test and tune
weekend to fine tune the car in preparation for
Heartland Park in 2010. Braking problems
made the car difficult to drive and I ended
up sharing a personal experience with a tire
wall (that is also another story). I managed to
finish the Hallett weekend and drove the car
back on the trailer, which is always a good end
to any race weekend. With brakes optimized
and bodywork repaired, the car was ready for
Heartland Park. As I mentioned previously,
the Heartland weekend went remarkably well.
My next event was the Great Plains
Photo by Judy Bennett (KSC)
Carrera GT Club Race held this year at
the fairly new (built in 2007) Motorsports
Park Hastings track in Hastings, Nebraska.
Richard, in his E-class 1987 951, receives instructions
from Samantha, pit crew member and daughter
George Anderson runs the track and is very
attentive to his customers. George is always
Doug Pierce, John Crosby and others for ensuring
welcoming and makes sure everyone is taken care of.
things ran cleanly and safely. Four races, including The big yellow Bacardi bus goes out on track on a
the Fun Face, make for a great weekend of racing.
regular basis to give racers and guests a view of the
Engaging in motor sports is an addictive habit,
track, the racing line, and areas where drivers need
whether rallying, autocross, drag or road racing, to be careful.
Driver Education (DE), or any of the other motor
The Carrera GT event followed a typical PCA
related sports. Over the years I have engaged in two day race weekend, with an optional Friday Test
many motor sport activities and the theme seems to & Tune day operated under DE rules, meaning
be the same: desiring the best and newest equipment, designated overtaking zones and passing only with
followed by a realization it is not within budget. This signals from the driver being passed. Friday is a great
leads to compromises, wrenching, racing, breaking,
and a repeat of the whole process. It always seems
that wrenching takes ten times longer than a race
weekend lasts. Fortunately for me the Hastings
weekend was just the opposite; I just turned up and
raced.
My previous race weekend had been the
Porsches in the Heartland event in April where I
started and finished all races. For once, the car was
Photo by George Anderson, MPH
still in one piece after the race weekend – something
very unusual for me, as anyone who knows me has
seen. For my next race at Hastings I simply had to
PCA Club Racing National Steward John Crosby
conducts the Drivers Meeting
adjust suspension settings, clean and polish.
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time to shake down the car, relearn the track, and
get your head back into the racing frame of mind.
As always I was tire challenged. I took a set of tires

Photo by Samantha Bennett (KSC)

Well Dressed Cayman Cup Cars
Pink Pig livery #23 driven by Lori
Cassling (GPL) and Martini wrapped
#21 driven by Henry Davis (GPL)

for the Saturday and Sunday races, and another set
of tires to use Friday. I figured I would easily make
it through the weekend on these tires. By the second
run Friday, I had corded the front tires and only had
race rubber left for the weekend.
I tried various experiments of mounting rear
tires on the front of the car, but to no avail as the
tires would rub. After hours of trying various things
I managed to find usable tires at Hoosier and at least
got in the last run of the day. It was not the best start
to a weekend, but at least the car was running and
handling well.
Saturday began the official race event under
PCA Club Racing rules and enforcement of the
13/13 rule (PCA Club Racing General Rule #2). The
rule states in part that a driver found at fault for any
incident resulting in damage to another car receives
13 months of probation or suspension if this is an
incident while on probation. This is not a good thing
to have on your resume.
For the Saturday races, the field was split into
two groups. The event had some great cars: Roland
Manarin’s 930 GT1S, Tim Peterson’s ’99 996 Cup,
and a couple of beautifully turned out Cayman Cup
cars, one in Pink Pig livery and the other in Martini
colors. We also had a dozen Spec class competitors
in the form of Spec Boxster and Spec 944 contenders.
The event was remarkably trouble free although
we did have some retirements due to mechanical

problems. Roland Manarin broke a rear hub on his
GT1S 930 at the start of the Red Group race after
turning up the boost to compete with the 996 Cup
car. It must be nice to have so much power that
the driveline can’t take it. This was not a problem
for Roland though; he just jumped in his K-class
street GT2 and managed to win the last race of the
weekend.
Ron Igou broke a ball joint on his E-class 944.
Ron was about to go home but we convinced him
to stay. With spares
from the Petersons
and wrenching help
from Terry Morris,
Ron was back in
action. This is a
common theme in
PCA Club Racing,
no one wants to see
Photo by Judy Bennett (KSC)
a fellow racer go
home.
However,
Ron’s misfortune continued with a flat tire, then
overheating, and eventually Ron threw in the towel.
My car underwent intense scrutiny from
PCA National Scrutineer Colin Mazzola, with an
endoscope up the intake tract. Having been through
a colonoscopy myself, I felt for my car at being
violated in such an undignified manner. Colin was
checking for a stock Turbo, which of course is exactly
what he found, and my car got a clean bill of health.

Photo by George Anderson, MPH

Have a cigar - one way to relax at the track

Retirements during the Saturday sessions
resulted in reduced fields in both race groups. It was
agreed that for the Sunday races all cars would be
combined into one race group. I for one am a great
fan of large groups of cars on the track. Racing with
other cars is what makes the event the most fun, so
Continued on page 29
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Twin Sprint Rumble Pictorial
Photos by Tim Rogers (Connecticut Valley Region)

B
A

D

C

E

A - Ronald Tietjen (CTV) #91 in his SP1 ‘86 944
B - Nils Westburg (CTV) #61 pilots his GT6S ‘69 911 T
C - David Bassett (CTV) #238 in his SP2 ‘87 924 S pursues
Uli Furtmair (UPC) #774 in his E-class ‘91 944
D - Barron Jacobs (CTV) #50 waves to corner workers as he
heads to pit road in his G-class ‘93 911 RSA
E - #26 GTP2 ‘95 Fabcar driven by Carl Tallardy (RTR)
F - John Ball (SDO) #181 takes his GTC3 ‘05 GT3 Cup wide to
point by #430 Ray Authur (NNJ) in his GTC4 ‘07 GT3 Cup
G - Richard Strahota (CTV) #050 in his GT4S ‘72 911 ST
H - Hoyt Ammidon III (SCH) #33 on grid in his GTC2 ‘97 993
Super Cup
F

I - #112 E-class ‘89 944 S2 of Dennis Wasser (RTR)
J - William Slowikowski (CNY) #505 in his GTC2 ‘97 993 Cup
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Great Plains Carrera GT

My thanks go to MJG Racing Inc, Clark
Motorsports, and most importantly to my wife and
kids, for allowing me to indulge in this obsession with
cars and racing. Without them I could not do it. My
for me the more the merrier. Everyone played well
daughter Sammy really jumped in for the first time
together and there were no incidents of which I am
in the paddock changing tires
aware. It was a good time.
Photo by Judy Bennett (KSC)
and helping out. She is only
From my perspective I
13, but I think she may have
had my best race weekend ever.
the motor sport disease as she
The car ran flawlessly, handled
is starting to show symptoms.
and braked well all day (so
My wife gets frustrated,
unlike me). I was questioned
understandably so, as the
at one point by corner workers
passion is time consuming.
regarding a clicking noise that
When she comments, “You
I put down to a rear wheel
are always working on your
bearing. With no ability to fix
car,” I reply, “At least I am
it, I added it to the things to
not hanging out in bars.” I
do when I get home. I never
Samantha
takes
time
off
from
her
pit
crew
sometimes think that hanging
put a wheel off track or spun
duties to enjoy the company of Lance,
out in bars would be cheaper,
all weekend, and I never had to
Greg Wright’s wonder dog
wrench on anything other than
less time consuming, and less
frustrating. With that said, a good weekend like
change tires, brake pads, and check fluids (again, so
unlike me). One fun race and three sprint races Hastings makes up for the bad weekends, at least in
the short term. For now, I’ll stick with the gasoline
started and finished, all without incident. What a
drug, as I can only afford one addiction.
blast!
Continued from page 27
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2010 Mid Season Hard Chargers
By Michael Wingfield, Chief of National Timing & Scoring

Name

Region Class

Description

Start Finish Index

Race

Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course
Wayne E Bauman
William G May
Joe Martinez
William A Frame
Jim Child
Wayne E Bauman
William G May
Gregg R Lewis

OHV
CAR
CHO
CHO
OHV
OHV
CAR
MOH

GTC2
GT1R
G
G
E
GTC2
GT1R
E

GT 98 993 SUPER CUP
GT 97 911 RSR
P 90 911 C2
S 96 993
S 94 968
GT 98 993 SUPER CUP
GT 97 911 RSR
S 89 944 S2

31
27
25
9
13
25
29
28

22
15
12
4
8
14
18
18

9
12
13
5
5
11
11
10

Blue Sprint 1
Blue Sprint 2
Red Sprint 1
Red Sprint 2 *
Red Sprint 2 *
Yellow Enduro *
Yellow Enduro *
White Enduro

13
12
21
25
17
21
2
22

9
5
9
9
3
3
7
7

Red Mini Sprint
Red Feature Sprint
White Mini Sprint *
White Mini Sprint *
White Feature Sprint *
White Feature Sprint *
Enduro *
Enduro *

25
33
7
6
13
20
22
23
24
26
29
11
18
26
30
19
18

12
11
3
5
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
18
14
14
14
15
15

Blue Sprint 1
Blue Sprint 2
Green Sprint 1
Green Sprint 2
Red Sprint 1 *
Red Sprint 1 *
Red Sprint 1 *
Red Sprint 2
Yellow Sprint 1
Yellow Sprint 1
Yellow Sprint 1
Yellow Sprint 2
Orange Enduro
Orange Enduro
Orange Enduro
Purple Enduro
White Enduro

Eagles Canyon Raceway
J Chester Bailey
Toby Pennycuff
Julius Ridgway
Gregory D Wood
Brian St Denis
Bill Bernick
Barry G Moore
Brian G Evans

WIC
MAV
MAG
OZK
KSC
MAV
MAV
LST

SPB
D
E
E
E
E
GTC3
GT3S

P 99 986
P 74 911 S
S 87 951
S 89 911
S 81 911 SC EURO
S 88 911
GT 03 GT3 SUPER CUP
GT 00 986 S

22
17
30
34
20
24
9
29

Watkins Glen International

30

NOO
CTV
ACA
CHS
MG
NNJ
NNJ
CVT
NE
UPC
NNJ
SFL
CHO
MNY
SCH
WB
SFL

Club Racing news

H
E
D
SPB
GTC4
GTC3
GTC3
GTC3
GTC2
GT4R
J
GT4S
SPB
SP1
D
G
GT4S

P 93 RSA
S 86 911 CARRERA
S 81 911 SC
P 99 986
GT 09 GT3 CUP
GT 02 GT3 CUP
GT 03 GT3 CUP
GT 00 GT3 CUP
GT 96 993 SUPER CUP
GT 84 911
P 02 996
GT 02 996
P 97 986
P 88 924 S
S 80 911 SC
P 90 911 CARRERA 2
GT 02 996

37
44
10
11
20
27
29
31
31
33
36
29
32
40
44
34
33

Photo by Tim Rogers (CTV)

Joseph Fawsitt
Peter W Boll
Scott Giannou
Timothy J Costa
Mitch Landry
Howard B Altman
Thomas Evans
Barry Skalka
Peter J Bassett
James Sutherland
James G Pappas
Robert Neil
Rainer Dronzek
Henry Hoeh
Robert Carrington
Van Horn / Johnson
Robert Neil

*
*
*
*
*
*

Name

Region Class

Description

Start Finish Index

Race

MotorSport Park Hastings
Sally Knapp
Earl E Schott Jr
Dale Tuety
J Chester Bailey
Eric Snyder

GPL
CMR
RMT
WIC
NST

E
D
SP1
SPB
SP1

S 89 944 S2
S 80 911 SC
P 83 944
P 99 986
P 85 944

18
14
25
14
23

14
10
17
11
20

4
4
8
3
3

Blue Sprint 1
Red Sprint 1
Blue-Red Sprint 2
Blue-Red Sprint 3 *
Blue-Red Sprint 3 *

3
3

Race 1
Race 2

21
26
12
21
24
16
20
3

8
7
10
13
6
3
3
2

Black Race 1
Black Race 2
Black Race 3
Red Race 1
Red Race 2
Red Race 3 *
Red Race 3 *
Enduro

7
1
2
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
14
13
10

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
5
15

Blue Sprint 1
Blue Sprint 2 *
Blue Sprint 2 *
Blue Sprint 2 *
Blue Sprint 2 *
Blue Sprint 2 *
Blue Sprint 2 *
Blue Sprint 2 *
Blue Sprint 2 *
Blue Sprint 2 *
Blue Sprint 2 *
Blue Sprint 2 *
Blue Sprint 2 *
Red Sprint 1
Red Sprint 2
Enduro

23
29

15
9

Race 1
Race 2

Portland International Raceway
Philip C Blackstone AL
Chris Souliotis
VIS

I
GT1R

S 95 993 RS CS
GT 08 997 GT2

15
4

12
1

VIRginia International Raceway
Evan Close
Bret Bailey
Eric Allen
John Giannone
Jay A Nizborski
Daniel Yonker
Rod F Johnson
Marcos E Amongero

POT
NST
CHS
RTR
SFL
RTR
MSO
OHV

E
E
E
I
I
GT4S
I
GTC3

S 84 911
S 86 911
S 86 911
S 03 996 C2
S 99 996
GT 84 911
S 95 993 RSCS
GT 04 GT3 CUP

29
33
22
34
30
19
23
5

Thomas Evans
David Baum
Tim Mckenzie
Glenn P Sapa
Mac Mcgehee
Rick Fischer
Glen Spiegler
Gary L Knoblauch
Stan Crawford
Mike Courtney
Michael J Corrao
David C Campbell
James R Lang
David Adams
John R Mueller
John W Glueckert

NNJ
WMI
MIL
CHO
FCR
CHO
CHO
CHO
MOH
NST
CHO
OHV
OHV
MSO
CHO
CHO

GTC3
GTC4
GT4R
GT4S
GTC4
GT3S
GT3S
GT4S
GT2S
GTC1
GT4S
GT3R
J
GT5S
E
E

GT 03 GT3 CUP
GT 08 GT3 997
GT 74 914
GT 71 911
GT 06 GT3 CUP
GT 82 911
GT 71 911
GT 76 911 RSR
GT 74 911 RSR
GT 92 964
GT 75 914
GT 69 911
S 05 GT3
GT 70 914-6
S 95 968
S 91 944 C2

9
2
3
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
20
18
25

Photo by Cafe Photo www.Cafe-Pics.com

Putnam Park Race Course

NJMP Thunderbolt Raceway
John Cassano
Manny Alban

MNY
CHS

GT2S
H

GT 86 951
P 90 911 C2

38
38

* Indicates a tie
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The Classifieds
Buy, Sell and Browse

1994 RS America
Stock Class G, new engine, full cage, Bilstein custom valved,
factory LSD, Magnicore, K&N, Jerry Woods headers, Sparco
wheel, Ultrashield Simpson harness, IOPort brace, BBS wheels,
Lexan windshield, LWF, Odyssey battery. No PS, SR, AC, radio.
Highly maintained by a 35 year PCA member. Will consider
interesting 911 street car in trade.
Jon Beatty
jon@MinnetonkaAudio.com				

(1)

2004 996 GT-3 Cup
PRICE REDUCED! Owner Chief Engineer Penske, Spotless
history, 0.0 Hr. engine by Kelly Moss, 420 HP crank, 2 piece
front rotors, G-50 0.0 Hrs. refresh, Premiere Fuel with gauge,
solid hood, new Recaro, Schroth belts, welded pts., TPC sway
bar, drop link system, BBS wheels with 0.0 Michelin Blues,
Extreme custom graphics, New Speed radio, extras
Allen 610.202.4855
Astra@pobox.com					

(1)
1980 911 SC Euro
Fresh PWR engine, Leo Goff heads, full welded custom cage, race
suspension, PCA E many podium finishes, sorted, balanced,
two sets BBS, new Schroth HANS harness, Quaiff, race shift
linkage, 0 hours rebuilt trany, Coolsuit, Momo detachable wheel,
more, ready to race or DE, $25,000. Contact photos and specs.
rchurin@bellsouth.net					

(2)

1975 914/6 (GT4) Racecar
Competitive, many podiums. Mid-Ohio Workers Choice.
Dawes (2.8) Refreshed (4/10), 915 Transmission w/ cooler,
Wevo shift w/ lockout, short Gears, Quaife LSD, Twin ignition,
Fuel Injection, Haltec mgt. System, Big Brakes in‑car bias,
Carbon fiber/fiberglass body, Fiske 17x10 front, 17x12 rear (2
sets), Custom built wing. $29,900. Retiring. Consider trade
for street Porsche.
Mike 847.912.1137
MJC443@msn.com					

(2)
1994 SCCA WORLD CHALLENGE 968
1994 pro series team Kelly Moss #77. This car is now a
turbo. Rebuilt in 2009. T66 turbo, Motec, Moton, AIM,
BBS. The best of everything. Also featured “GT Racing
catalog.”
‘05 Haulmark 24 ft. V-nose trailer available.
968 priced right at $49,000.
John Ricci 262.375.9220
lularicci@aol.com 					
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(2)

911

968

1990 964 RS Carrera Cup Racecar
Extremely rare first year 911 Cup.
#11 of only 45. Team Strahle car
with all documents and race history.
Fresh 3.6 motor, 100 L cell (Enduros).
Superb authenticate car. Ready to
race PCA GTC1, SVRA, HSR, etc.
Very collectable, and a blast to drive!
$79,500.

1995 968 Euro Club Sport
Extremely rare factory Club Sport. 3.0
L. 6 speed. Last year of production.
This Riviera Blue Coupe is one of
a handful in the USA. Completely
turnkey for PCA racing. Cage, seats,
belts, fire, data, Charlie Arms, etc.
Superb, unblemished car. Ready to race
or DE. $39,500.

Ed 801.209.3159 Utah
eblais@xmission.com		

Ed 801.209.3159 Utah
eblais@xmission.com		

1967 911s Racecar
Viper Green, 2.0L Matching numbers.
Full cage, Corbeau Monza seats, 5-piece
belts. 2 sets wheels/tires, 15 gal Fuel
Cell, Turbatrol oil cooler, Weber carbs,
MSD, short gears – CFLOS, Lexan
rear window. 2153 Lbs. Sorted,
competition ready.
Original paint
color/ code Slate Grey/6601. PCA
Club Race and Rocky Mountain
Vintage Racing log books. $49,995.00
Pictures http://manpos.com/67s.
speedster156@gmail.com

(2)

928
1986 928 S Racecar
6.4L, black/orange, full race, Penske
adjustable shocks, roll cage, Lexan
windows, 2 sets wheels, new engine,
2825 lbs, $24,000. Homebuilt trailer,
aluminum box fits wheels and tools,
hydraulic brakes, aluminum folding
ramps, easily towed by GMC Envoy,
$2,000.
Sylvain Toupin 514.937.9191
toupin928@hotmail.com		

(2)

(1)

1992 968 DE/Auto-x Car
Black. 2009 National Parade auto-x
champ, 2008 Challenge Series champ.
Tiptronic, fully set up for track, corner
balanced, Bilstein coilovers, M030
sways, camber plates, RS Barn catback,
chipped, lower/upper braces, Redline
roll bar, OMP seats, 2009 5-point
harnesses. New steering rack, belts,
water pump. Fully street legal as well,
with stock seats included. $15,000.
Chris Lennon 719.487.2842
cjlennon@comcast.net		

(2)

Quick Release Steering Wheel Hub

(1)

ONLINE ORDERING
NOW AVAILABLE

TC Racing’s quick release
mechanism makes it wasy to
insert and remove the
steering wheel from the hub.
Simply pull the twin pins.
Direct bolt-on installation to
Momo, Sparco and other
steering wheels.
• Hub: $69
• Quick Release and Hub: $258
• Complete System: QR, Hub and
steering wheel: $369
• NEW: Quick Release for MOMO
steering wheel and hub

TC Racing
Order online at www.tcracing.org
Tel: 901-821-9235
Email: tcracingporsches@aol.com
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Smokin’

National Committee
Chairman
Bruce A. Boeder
11919 Hilloway Road
Minnetonka, MN 55305-2513
Phone: 952.475.7040
Fax:
952.475.7042
Email: ClubRacingChair@PCA.org
Program and License Coordinator
Susan Shire
1897 Mission Hills Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062-5760
Phone: 847.272.7764
Fax:
847.272.7785
Email: ClubRace@PCA.org
Chief National Steward
Bryan Henderson
2416 Bedford Circle
Bedford, TX 76021-1822
Phone: 817.354.6045
Fax:
817.345.6045
Email: Bryan@BPHMS.com
Chief National Scrutineer
Dick Dobson
P.O. Box 702751
Tulsa, OK 74170-2751
Phone: 918.251.2751
Fax:
918.299.5051
Email: DickDobson@webzone.net

Keith Peare (NNJ) #111 in his GT5R ‘72 914 and
Jim Scott (CTV) #14 in his GT3R ‘73 911

let the smoke out
at the Twin Sprint Rumble at Lime Rock Park
Photos by Tim Rogers (CTV)

Chief of National Timing and Scoring
Michael Wingfield
3805 Clearwater Court
Plano, TX 75025-2094
Phone: 972.491.2766
Email: Wingfield@juno.com
Technical and Rules Chair
Walt Fricke
4651 Huey Circle
Bolder, CO 80305
Phone: 303.499.6540
Email: WalterFricke@msn.com
Sponsor Coordinator
Steve Rashbaum
1897 Mission Hills Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
Phone: 847.272.7731
Fax:
847.272.7785
Email: Steve.Rashbaum@comcast.net
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